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Large-Scale Ice Flow Over a Viscous Basal Sediment: 
Theory and Application to Ice Stream B, Antarctica 
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Recent seismic studies of ice stream B, Antarctica and field analysis of mid-latitude glacial deposits 
suggest that deformable basal sediments (e.g., water-saturated till) are important in determining ice sheet 
flow. If the ratio of till viscosity to effective ice viscosity is small, vertical shear associated with horizontal 
flow is confined to the deforming bed alone. Ice flow over a deformable bed is thus akin to that of 
floating ice shelves, because ice shelves flow over inviscid seawater. For some Antarctic ice streams, and 
possibly for portions of the late Wisconsin ice sheets in North America and Eurasia, basal drag associated 
with deforming basal sediment does not induce significant vertical gradients of horizontal velocity. 
Instead, basal drag affects the flow as if it were a horizontal body force balanced by longitudinal and 
transverse deviatoric stress gradients. Comparison of the observed flow of ice stream B to finite element 
simulations incorporating a viscous basal till suggest that a simple till theology is sufficient to explain the 
current velocity profile. These simulations also highlight the importance of horizontal deviatoric stress in 
regions where driving stress and basal stress do not locally balance. While bed deformation is critical to 
ice stream existence, sensitivity tests suggest that ice shelf back pressure is still a crucial control affecting 
ice stream response to atmospheric and oceanic climate. 

INTRODUCTION 

Seismic soundings of ice stream B, Antarctica suggest that 
unconsolidated, water-saturated sediment at the ice stream bed 

may provide a lubricating layer on which the ice stream slides 
[Blankenship et al., 1987; Alley et al., 1986]. The viscosity of this 
layer implied by the force balance of the ice stream is much 
smaller than the effective viscosity of the ice [Alley et al., 
1987b]. This difference suggests that vertical shear needed to 
support the large horizontal surface velocity of the ice stream 
(exceeding 800 m a -1 in some locations) is confined entirely to 
the basal sediment [Alley et al., 1987a]. Although direct obser- 
vations of the bed of ice stream B do not exist, such de- 

formation is confirmed in other glacier settings. Observations 
conducted below Breidamerkurj6kul, Iceland, for example, in- 
dicate that 88% of the total vertical shear required to produce 
the surface flow is confined within the substratum [Boulton and 
Jones, 1979]. 

The presence of mobile subglacial sediment may answer the 
question of why ice streams exist [Bentley, 1987]. Concern over 
deformable sediment, however, is not confined to Antarctic and 
Greenland ice streams alone. Some reconstructions of the late 

Wisconsin Laurentide ice sheet, for example, display exten- 
sively flat lobes and ice plains on the southern margin [Boulton 
et al., 1985]. Without bed deformation, ice flux sufficient to 
balance ablation would not have been plausible. Flat surface 
topography seen today in Antarctica where ice streams flow 
into floating ice shelves thus may characterize more general 
circumstances in which ice masses interact with basal sediment. 
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In view of the subglacial conditions measured at ice stream 
B, and of possible conditions below past ice sheets, I investigate 
here the stress balance and flow of a large-scale ice stream 

resting on a viscous substrate. The governing equations are 
simplified to address a specific dynamic regime in which (1) the 
viscosity of subglacial sediment is assumed to be much smaller 
than the effective viscosity of ice and (2) the ice stream is as- 
sumed to be a thin shell resting on the Earth's surface (i.e., the 
ice thickness is much smaller than the horizontal span of the ice 
stream). Under these conditions, the stress balance is funda- 
mentally similar to that of floating ice shelves in which the sub- 
glacial material is inviscid seawater. Distinctions between such 
ice streams and ice shelves are shown to be relatively minor; 
basal drag affects the ice stream, and ice shelves float in local 
hydrostatic equilibrium. 

The approximate stress balance equations formulated for ice 
flowing over a viscous substrate or inviscid sea water is tested 
by comparing finite element simulations of ice stream B with 
observations of strain rate and velocity. Other demonstrations 
concerning, for example, the southern margin of the Laurentide 
ice sheet, were not conducted here owing to the lack of direct 
observations needed for model verification. Sensitivity tests in- 
volving modified ice stream parameters and basal sediment 
rheology are conducted to (1) determine the adequacy of a 
simple viscous rheology for the basal sediment, (2) determine if 
horizontal deviatoric stresses are important, (3) compare the 
relative roles of basal drag, ice shelf back pressure, and 
marginal shear stress in ice stream force balance, and (4) pri- 
oritize physical parameters for future study. In addition to 
these tests, the initial response of ice stream discharge to sud- 
den climate changes affecting the Ross Ice Shelf is examined in 
a preliminary manner. The time-dependent behavior of the ice 
stream, however, is not considered in the present study. To do 
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so would require treating the mass balance of ice and the sub- 
glacial material [Alley et al., 1987b]. This treatment can be in- 
cluded in future studies as a logical extension of the present in- 
quiry. 

The formulation of ice stream/ice shelf dynamics presented 
here stems from similar works by Muszynsld and BirchfieM 
[1987] and MacAyeal and Barcilon [1988] which describe con- 
sequences of small parameters on stress equilibrium (see also 
Hutter [1983]). In these previous studies, consequences of small 
geometric aspect ratio (thickness to horizontal span), or of the 
small difference between sea water density an ice density, are 
the principle concern. Here, I consider the additional conse- 
quences of small subglacial sediment strength. The characteri- 
zation of deformable subglacial sediment (hereafter called till, 
for brevity) is based on the work of Boulton and Jones [1979] 
and Alley et al. [1987b]. For application of the finite element 
model to ice stream B, specified till thickness is based on de- 
tailed seismic reflection observations [Blankenship et al., 1987]. 
Observations of surface velocity are used as the principal 
means of model verification [Whillans et al., 1988; Bindscradler 
et al., 1987]. Numerical methods and experiments described 
here are based on previous developments of ice shelf models 
[MacAyeal and Lange, 1988]. The coupled ice stream/ice shelf 
model developed here extends previous one-dimensional flow 
band models of ice streams [e.g., Lingle and Brown, 1987; Van 
der Veen, 1985; Lingle, 1984] to a two-dimensional, plan view 
geometry. 

GOVERNING EQUATIONS 

The behavior of an ice stream/ice shelf system is determined 
by the force, mass, and heat balances, and by imposed atmo- 
spheric, oceanic, and subglacial boundary conditions. The de- 
velopment of ice thickness over time, for example, is governed 
by mass accumulation and ice flow. Ice flow, in turn, is gov- 
erned by the instantaneous ice thickness distribution, tempera- 
ture-dependent rheology, and stress applied at the basal and 
lateral boundaries. Here I am concerned with the determina- 

tion of ice flow alone, and in particular, the effects arising from 
deformable basal sediment or seawater. My goal is to describe 
the dominant stress balance and ice flow that result from arbi- 

trary distributions of ice thickness, temperature, and basal 
sediment. The temporal evolution of this stress balance and 
flow, as dictated by mass flow and heat flow continuity, is a 
separate aspect of the system not considered in this study. 

To simplify the stress equilibrium equations and attendant 
boundary constraints, I exploit two physical relationships sug- 
gested by observations of Antarctic ice streams. First, I assume 
that the horizontal length scale of flow variation is much larger 
than the vertical length scale, in other words, that the ice is a 
thin shell covering the Earth surface. Second, I assume that 
the viscosity of deforming basal till is much smaller than the ef- 
fective viscosity of ice. This assumption is supported by obser- 
vations of surface velocity, surface slope, and force balance on 
ice stream B [Alley et al., 1987b]. The applicability of the sec- 
ond assumption to other active ice streams in Antarctica, how- 
ever, awaits confirmation. Flow phenomena associated with 

circumstances in which these assumptions do not apply are not 
considered in the present study. 

Suitable simplification of the stress equilibrium conditions 
following the above assumptions is performed in Appendix A 
and yields the following result: 

a l ax(4Hvavexx + 2Hvaveyy) + a l ay(2Hvavexy) 

_ { -r x + •H{Ozs/ax} ice stream pgH{ 0zs//tx} ice shelf 

O) 

a/Oy(4Hv e + 2Hvavexx ) + a/ax(2Hvaveyx) 

= {-ry + •H(Ozs/•y ) ice stream pgH(Ozs/•y ) ice shelf 

All variables are defined in the notation list following Appendix 
B. The geometry and physical setting of the ice stream/ice 
shelf system to which (1) and (2) will be applied as a test are 
shown in Figures 1 and 2. 

Equations (1) and (2) describe the vertically integrated bal- 
ance of horizontal forces in the two horizontal dimensions x 

and y. The left-hand sides represent the effects of deviatoric 
stress components acting in the horizontal plane (typically these 
components are called the longitudinal, transverse, and hori- 
zontal shear stresses). The right-hand sides represent the ef- 
fects of pressure gradients induced by free-surface slope and, 
for ice stream portions of the system, basal traction induced by 
till deformation. Basal traction appears not as a boundary con- 
dition, but rather as a horizontal body force integrated over the 
ice colurn. Equations (1) and (2) are written to display the 
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Fig. 1. Schematic cross section of an active ice stream in West 
Antarctica (the vertical dimension is exaggerated, and seawater is 

shown in black). Deformable subglacial till (of thickness H T and 
viscosity VT) is present below the grounded ice stream. Here r and a 
represent tangential and normal stresses acting on the ice/till 
interface. 
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Fig. 2. (a) Map of ice stream B, Antarctica (adapted from $habtaie and Bentley [1987]). Floating ice shelf is denoted by 
shading, the Transantarctic Mountains and the East Antarctic Ice Sheet are denoted by black. Observed velocity vectors (or 
solid circles where the velocity is negligible at the scale plotted) display strong velocity gradients between the ice stream and 
neighboring stagnant ice ridges [Whillans et al., 1988; Bindschadler et al., 1988]. Bands of severe surface crevassing and 
radar clutter along the margins of ice streams A, B, and C are outlined [[Zomberger and Whillans, 1986; Shabtaie and 
Bentley, 1987]. (b) Finite clement mesh used to simulate ice stream B. Shaded region is ice shelf, unshaded region is 
grounded. No-flow boundary conditions are applied at nodes indicated by open circles. Velocities are specified according to 
observations (Table 1) at nodes indicated by solid circles. Ice shelf back pressure is specified according to observations 
(Table 1) at nodes indicated by arrow heads. 

similarities between the ice stream and the ice shelf portions of 
the system. Two distinctions between ice streams and ice 
shelves expressed in (1) and (2) are (1) that basal drag ß is zero 
for ice-shelf portions and (2) that the free-surface elevation z s 

of the ice shelf is constrained by ice flotation 

= O- 

A key property of the ice stream/ice shelf system not stated 
directly by (1) and (2) is the z independence of the horizontal 
velocity. This property is substantiated in Appendix A. 

A precise definition of the flow regime for which (1) and (2) 
are valid involves two nondimensional numbers defined in Ap- 
pendix A. This regime must satisfy 
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e << i (3) 

•2 < < i (4) 
where e and 8 2 are defined by 

, = (s) 

82 = (Ho/L) 2 (6) 
and where scale values for ice viscosity Vo, till viscosity 
ice thickness Ho, till layer thickness Hro, and horizontal span L 
are defined in Appendix A (see Table A1). Here 8 is the 
geometric aspect ratio of the ice stream/ice shelf system and is 
a measure of the vertical shear stress (deviatoric stress 
components T_' and T..') induced at the surface or base as a 
result of thickness gradients (subglacial bed topography is 
assumed also to posses a small geometric aspect ratio), 6 is a 
measure of vertical shear stress induced by deformation of the 
basal till. 

As discussed in Appendix A, (3) and (4) represent precise 
statements of the two key assumptions that lead to (1) and (2): 
(1) the viscosity of deforming basal sediment is assumed to be 
much smaller than that of the ice, and (2) ice thickness is as- 
sumed to be much smaller than the horizontal length scale of 
variations in the horizontal velocity components. The analysis 
presented by Alley et aL [1987a] suggests that •=10 '3 for ice 
stream B. Ice thickness and velocity observations on ice stream 
B and the Ross Ice Shelf suggest that 82'"-10 '2 [Shabtaie and 
Bentley, 1988; Whillans et at, 1988]. Conditions (3) and (4) may 
be satisfied for several other ice streams, but direct ob- 
servations are not available to confirm this. 

Ice rheology associated with (1) and (2) is described by the 
incompressibility condition and a flow law that relates devia- 
toric stress to strain rate: 

e +e +e =0 (7) 

T': 2re (8) 

= (9) 
where e•r s is the second invariant of the strain rate tensor, n is 
the power law flow exponent (in this study, n =3 is assumed), 
and B(z) is a depth-dependent ice stiffness parameter which ac- 
counts for vertical variations in temperature, chemistry, and 
crystal fabric. These constitutive relations are based on labora- 
tory creep tests and ice shelf field data analysis [Thomas and 
MacAyeal, 1982; MacAyeal and Thomas, 1986]. 

As a working hypothesis, tangential shear stress u on the 
sloping ice/till interface is assumed to be a function of the ice 

velocity u and till layer thickness H r: 

ß : -vr/H r u (10) 

where u is evaluated at z =zt,, and v r and H r are the viscosity 
and thickness of the deforming till layer, respectively. Equation 
(10) embodies two assumptions about till rheology and flow. 

First, till viscosity is assumed constant with depth (horizontal 
variations are allowed, however). Second, the horizontal ve- 
locity of the mobile till is assumed to be a linear function of z. 
In this circumstance, strain rates e and e within the till layer 

, respectively. complex parame- are Vzu/H T and V2v/lI T MYr•re 
terizations of deforming till rheology, which may include the ef- 
fects of pore water pressure and grain size, are not considered 
here. 

Conditions applied at lateral boundaries of the ice 
stream/ice shelf system can be either kinematic or dynamic. 
Appropriate kinematic conditions require specification of the 
vertically averaged horizontal velocity. Appropriate dynamic 
conditions require specification of the vertically integrated 
horizontal force. In this study, kinematic conditions are ap- 
plied at the inland ice/ice stream boundaries and at lateral 
margins adjoining stagnant ice or coastline. Dynamic condi- 
tions are applied at an internal boundary contour that divides 
the Ross Ice Shelf where stress balance has been observed. 

Depth-integrated conditions specified at the boundaries of 
the ice stream/ice shelf system are all that is necessary to solve 
(1) and (2). Actual velocity and force conditions at the bound- 
aries, however, may posses strong vertical structure that is in- 
compatible with the dynamics described by (1) and (2) and 
outlined in Appendix A. The effects of such inconsistency have 
been examined by MacAyeal and Barcilon [1988] in a simple 
physical example. They showed that incompatible vertical 
structure is winnowed from the flow within a short distance of 

the boundary by the stress balance constraints appropriate for 
the circumstance in which 82 is not small. Details of this win- 
nowing process associated with ice stream B or other large- 
scale ice stream/ice shelf systems are not considered further in 
this paper. 

Finite dement solutions of (1) and (2) applicable to the cur- 
rent configuration of ice stream B are described in the follow- 
ing sections. Finite element methods used to produce them are 
summarized in Appendix B. 

APPLICATION TO ICE STREAM B 

To verify the applicability of (1) and (2) to large-scale 
Antarctic ice stream flow, numerical simulations were con- 
ducted to reproduce the present flow of ice stream B and a 
neighboring portion of the Ross Ice Shelf (Figure 2). Mea- 

sured distributions of H and Zs, and boundary conditions de- 
termined from observations, were specified as model input. 
Model output consisted of velocity and strain rate distributions 
that satisfied (1) and (2) subject to the ice and till rheologies 
expressed by (7)-(10). This output was compared with the ob- 
served flow to evaluate model performance. 

For simplicity, the vertical average of B(z) was assumed to 
be uniform in the xy domain (unless indicated otherwise) and p 
was assumed to be constant. The first assumption is ap- 
propriate under conditions in which the temperature-depth 
profile of the ice is horizontally uniform. Observed surface and 
basal temperatures support this simplification. The vertical av- 
erage of B(z) was fixed at the value given by the observed tern- 
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perature profile at J9 on the Ross Ice Shelf (1.6 x 108 Pa s 1/3) 
[Clough and Hansen, 1979]. The second assumption (of con- 
stant p) disregards the effects of lower ice density in the upper 
80 m of the ice. Imprecision induced by this disregard is less 
than that induced by uncertainty (10-100 m) in the specified ice 
thickness. 

Numerical Domain 

My goal is to use extensive field measurements from ice 
stream B and the Ross Ice Shelf to constrain model input and 
to evaluate model performance. To meet this requirement, the 
model domain was limited to the area in which field mea- 

surements are concentrated. The f'mite element mesh, shown 
in Figure 2, encloses a 5 x 104 km 2 portion of ice stream B and 
the Ross Ice Shelf, and conforms with the flow regime de- 
termined from radio echo surveys [Shabtaie and Bentley, 1987; 
Shabtaie et al., 1987]. 

The upstream boundary of the numerical domain crosses 
two tributaries of ice stream B which merge downstream of a 
stagnant island. This boundary is coinddent with a transverse 
section along which ice thickness, surface elevation, and hori- 
zontal velocity are observed [Whillans and Bindschadler, 1988; 
Shabtaie et al., 1988]. Deformable basal till possibly exists 
upstream of this boundary [Alley et al., 1987c]. Extension of the 
finite element mesh into the inland ice, however, was not 
possible without abandoning the use of observed velodty as an 
upstream boundary condition. For the limited portion of ice 
stream A modeled, the upstream boundary coindales with a 
section near the grounding line where the ice thickness, surface 
elevation, and flow are measured. 

The downstream boundary of the ice stream/ice shelf do- 
main conforms with a section of the Ross Ice Shelf where total 

ice shelf back pressure is observed [MacAyeal et al., 1987; 
MacAyeal et al., 1989]. Application of this back pressure as a 
boundary condition duplicates the effects of the ice sheff not 
contained within the numerical domain and eliminates the need 

to extend the finite element mesh downstream to the ice front. 

Lateral boundaries coindried with severely crevassed shear 
margins at the edges of the ice stream [Bindschadler et al., 
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Fig. 3. Surface and base profiles along the longitudinal cross section 
(1- 1', in Figure 4). Open circles denote observed surface elevations 
[Whillans et al., 1988; Bindscradler et al., 1988]. The grounding line is 
indicated by the point g.1. 

I00 km 

Fig. 4. Outline map of the numerical domain. Various cross sections 
along which simulated and observed velocities are compared are 
indicated by heavy lines. Open circles denote locations near the 
sections where velocities are observed. Shaded region denotes 
floating ice shelf. Patterned region denotes narrow bands of intense 
surface crevassing. These narrow bands are resolved with two rows of 
elements (see Figure 2), the outer of which is specified as having 
reduced ice stiffness in tests 3 and 7 (Table 2). 

1987; Shabtaie and Bentley, 1987], or with the Transantarctic 
Mountains. Increased spatial resolution of the elements was 
applied near the lateral margins to better resolve strong hori- 
zontal shear and to examine sensitivity to strain heating, ice 
crystal fabric development, and the effects of ice fracture 
(which can be represented by reduced B(z)). 

Ice thickness and surface elevation were specified from 
radar sounding data [Shabtaie et al., 1987; Shabtaie and Bentley, 
1988]. Small-scale thickness and basal surface variations were 
smoothed to avoid features that may reflect complexities of the 
basal regime not treated by (10). Figure 3 displays the surface 
and basal elevations along a longitudinal section (1 - 1', shown in 
Figure 4). The smoothed ice thickness is uniform along 
transverse sections. 

Kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions applied at the 
margins are summarized in Table 1 and Figure 2. Observed 
velocity was specified at the upstream and lateral margins. 
Stress was specified along the downstream boundary using a 
scheme which reproduced the observed resistance of the Ross 
Ice Shelf: 

fT. n + F(X) (ll) 

where the lower and upper limits of integration are z o and zs, 
respectively, n is the outward pointing normal vector, ;• is a 
coordinate defining position along the boundary, and F(),) is 
the extra back pressure force (per unit length; defined as the 
difference between the total force and the force due to 

seawater pressure only) derived from observations (MacAyeal 
et al. [1987]; see also the correction by MacAyeat et al. [1989]). 
Total back pressure was partitioned into two parts to eliminate 
problems associated with impredse ice thickness specification 
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TABLE 1. Model Boundary Conditions 

Type of Boundary Velocity Force 

Magnitude Direction Magnitude Direction 

Upstream end, inland ice/ice stream 

-1 
tributary B1 a 425 ma perpendicular to boundary 
tributary B2 a 370 ma '1 perpendicular to boundary 

Ice stream/ice stream 

ice stream A b 250 ma '1 perpendicular to boundary 

Downstream end, ice shelf/ice shelf c 
2 1.5x1012N 125' 
3 - 5 1.28 114.7 

6 - 8 1.87 123.8 

9 2.90 127.0 

10 4.21 124.2 

11 4.02 122.2 

12 and 13 1.84 123.0 

14 and 18 2.25 120.0 

19 and 20 1.69 115.9 

tivity to unconstrained or poorly known parameters. Of all 
tests conducted, test 1 produced the best agreement between 
simulated and observed velocities. This agreement can be at- 

tributed to the specification of vr/H r as a variable function of 
distance along the longitudinal axis (vr/H r was assumed uni- 
form in the transverse direction). In tests which specified 

vr/H r as longitudinally constant, agreement could be achieved 
only in limited areas. The profile of vr/H r chosen in test 1 is 
shown in Figure 5, and was determined by trial and error. 

Simulated velocities of test 1 are shown in plan view in Fig- 
ure 6 and in various sections in Figure 7. A direct comparison 
with observed velocities [Whillans et al., 1988; Bindschadler et 
al., 1987; Bindschadler et al., 1988] is shown in Figure 8 
(compare also Figures 2 and 6). The longitudinal velocity pro- 
file (Figure 7a) displays two local maxima. One velocity maxi- 
mum occurs at the ice stream narrows (ice stream locations are 
labeled in Figure 2). The other velocity maximum occurs on 

TABLE 2. Numerical Simulation Experiments 

Test Rationale B in Margins 

Force, observed F (MacAyeal et al. [1987]; see also corrections in 

the work by MacAyeal et al. [1989]). 1 
a Observed velocity [Whillans et al., 1988]. Tributary B1 is the 

southern most portion of the two ice stream branches that coalesce 

near the upstream end of ice stream B. 2 
b 

Observed velocity [Shabtaie et al., 1988]. 

c Nodes 1-21 extend from the lower left to upper right along 
downstream boundary in Figure 2. Force represents the integrated 

value of I FI applied at each node. 3 

along the boundary (e.g., that which would arise if the 
measured total back pressure were applied to a boundary 
where the ice thickness of the model was less than that mea- 

sured). 

Adjustable Parameters 

Several unconstrained parameters were adjusted empirically 
to facilitate better agreement between simulated and observed 
flow. In this regard, the numerical model was used as an in- 
verse tool for parameter estimation. In the present study, 

VT/H T was regarded as the major adjustable parameter. Inde- 
pendent studies of ice stream B suggest that v r/H r should be 
in the range of 109 Pa s m '1 [Alley et al., 1987b]. Parameters 
concerning the flow law of ice (equation (9)) may also be ad- 
justed to improve fit. For simplicity, however, these were held 
fixed at values known to apply downstream on the Ross Ice 
Shelf. 

COMPARISON BETWEEN MODEL AND OBSERVATION 

Eight numerical simulations (described in Table 2) were 
conducted to verify model performance and determine sensi- 

best fit Variable 

to observed (Figure 5) 
velocities 

effect of 

constant 

(Table 2) 1.6 x 108 Pa s 1/3 

0.25 x 109 as in as in 
Pa s m '1 test 1 test 1 

ice softening as in 
in shear zones test 1 

no ice shelf as in 

back pressure test 1 

removal of the as in 

back pressure test 1 
attributed to 

Crary Ice Rise 

sensitivity to as in 
ice shelf test 1 

back pressure 

sensitivity to as in 
shear margins test 1 

sensitivity to 90% of 
basal till values in 

theology test 1 

as in 

test 1 

0.0 N 

uniform 

(see text) 

1.6 x 107 Pa s 1/3 
in boundary 
elements, 

unchanged 
elsewhere 

as in 

test 1 

as in 

test 1 

90% of 

values in 

test 1 

as in 

test 1 

as in 

test 1 

as in 

test 1 

1.44 x 108 Pa s 1/3 
in boundary 
elements 

as in 

test 1 
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Fig. 5. The V r./H r as a function of position on section I - 1' (Figure 
4). This longitudinal variation produces a reasonable fit between 
simulated and observed velocity (test 1). 

the ice plain (the region of low surface slope near the ground- 
ing line). Velocity decrease between the two maxima is associ- 
ated with surface slope reduction and side boundary divergence 
at the exit of the ice stream narrows (Figures 2 and 3). The re- 
straining influence of the Crary Ice Rise (as represented by the 
boundary conditions applied on the downstream boundary) 
causes velocities to decrease downstream of the second maxi- 

mum. 

Simulated and observed strain rates are displayed in Fig- 

ure 9. The divergence of the horizontal velocity (ex• + eyy..) is 
positive over most of the ice stream except in two regions 
(Figure 9d): (1) immediately downstream of the narrows and 
(2) within lateral shear margins upstream of the narrows. 

Downstream of the narrows, (ex• + eyy) is less than zero despite 
the divergence of the lateral ice stream boundaries. This is due 
to deceleration of longitudinal velocity (Figure 7a). The pre- 
dominant strain rate pattern in the downstream part of the ice 
plain displays transverse stretching and longitudinal com- 
pression. This pattern results from strong back pressure con- 
centration in the middle of the downstream boundary associ- 
ated with the effects of Crary Ice Rise. 

I000 m/a Test l 

Fig. 6. Simulated ice velocity (test 1) plotted at every second node. 
The vectors are superimposed on the map of the region shown in 
Figure 2. 
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Fig. 7. Simulated velocity magnitude (open boxes) and observed 
velocity magnitude (solid circles) along (a) the longitudinal section (1 - 
l', Figure 4) and (b)-(d) several transverse sections (a - a', b - b', and c 
-c', Figure 4). 

Force and Mechanical Energy Balance 

The question of whether horizontal gradients of the devia- 
toric stresses (the left-hand sides of equations (1) and (2)) are 
important in the ice stream force balance has yet to be an- 
swered conclusively [Whillans, 1987; Bentley, 1987; Van der 
Veen, 1987; Whillans and Van der Veen, 1988]. If they are not, 
as has been assumed in some previous studies of ice stream 
dynamics [e.g.,Alley et al., 1987b; Lingle and Brown, 1987], then 
driving stress and basal drag locally balance: 

•ffVz• = • (12) 
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Fig. 8. Model and observed (ohs.) velocity magnitude compared at 24 
locations. Solid circles denote locations upstream of the narrows, 
solid triangles denote locations in the ice plain, and solid squares 
denote locations on the ice shelf. 

In test 1 (Figure 10), driving stress and basal drag along the 
section 1 - 1' do not balance. Basal drag falls below driving 
stress by a factor of two or more in regions upstream of the 
narrows and in the downstream half of the ice plain. Surplus 
driving stress in these regions is balanced by resistance due to 
the funnelling effect at the narrows [Whillans, 1987] or to drag 
around the Crary Ice Rise. In the upstream half of the ice 
plain, basal drag exceeds local driving stress. 

It was not possible to determine the complete force balance 
on a point-by-point basis using model data because deviatoric 
stress gradients are not given by the finite element algorithm at 
the same points as basal drag. The force balance was analyzed 
indirectly, however, by inspecting the mechanical energy bud- 
get. This budget is described in Appendix B and is displayed 
for test I in Table 3. Work done against basal drag accounts 
for only about 7% of total dissipation and is comparable to 
work done against horizontal gradients of the deviatoric stress 
(work done against internal friction). The predominant energy 
sources are work done by inland ice at the upstream boundary 
and gravitational potential energy released by ice thinning. 
Approximately half of the energy dissipated by the system is 
work done against back pressure at the downstream boundary. 

If one accepts the characterization of basal drag in terms of 
till viscosity and thickness (equation (10)), then there are a 
number of effects which can contribute to both spatial and 

temporal variability in the ratio v r/H T . Divergence of the 
horizontal ice velocity (e + e > 0), for example, tends to 
thin the till layer. This is because divergence of the depth-av- 
eraged till layer velocity, which is equal to half that of the ice 
under the current assumptions, will be positive. If not balanced 
by local till production through local erosion, till layer thinning 
by divergent horizontal transport would locally increase basal 
drag for a given ice velocity. Ice flow history in relation to till 
production rates can thus contribute to spatial variations in 

vr/H r . Other factors contributing to variation of basal 
properties not considered in this study include pore water 
pressure, basal melting rate, till composition, and ice over- 
burden. 

To best fit observed velocities, vr/H r was varied in test 1 as 
shown in Figure 5. Independent justification of this variation is 
beyond the scope of the present study. Consideration of till 
mass balance implied by the simulated ice stream flow, how- 
ever, suggests one possible means for achieving the required 

variation in vr/H r . Highest values of vr/H r were required in 
the upstream third of the ice stream. Not considering the 

marginal shear zones, this region exhibits positive values of (ex• 
+ e ) that would thin the till layer over time if not balanced by 

till production (Figure 9e). Lowest values of vr/H r are re- 
quired downstream of the narrows where horizontal conver- 
gence is evident (Figure 9e). 

As a comparison to test 1, test 2 was conducted with a spa- 

tially constant value of vr/H r . The velocity of this test com- 
pares well (Figure 11) with observed flow in the upstream re- 
gion. Downstream of the narrows, however, the velocity of test 
2 falls to half of that observed. 

Softening of Ice at Shear Margins 

Radio echo sounding surveys of ice stream B and its envi- 
rons reveal long, narrow bands of severe surface clutter (Figure 
2) which correspond with the ice stream margin [Shabtaie and 
Bentley, 1987]. The width of these bands is approximately 3-10 
km, and the length can extend over 500 kin. Visually, these 
bands are seen as zones of chaotic surface crevassing 
[Vornberger and Whillans, 1986]. The transition between these 
bands and neighboring stagnant ice outside the ice streams is 
quite sharp (--100 m) and suggests the presence of a surface 
strike-slip fault [MacAyeal et al., 1986]. Field measurements 
show that 90% of the ice stream velocity is achieved by shear 
within the narrow zones of surface clutter [Bindschadler et al., 
1987] and suggest that ice strength may be reduced by fracture 
and strain heating. 

To investigate how ice rheology within severely crevassed 
margins may affect ice stream flow, test 3 was conducted in 
which the vertical average of B(z) was reduced in the elements 
at the margins of the ice stream domain. These elements cor- 
respond to the outside half of the patterned region depicted in 
Figure 4. Results of this test (Figure 11) show a significant ve- 
locity increase in the narrows where resistive drag by the fun- 
nelling effect is strongest. 

Ice Shelf Back Pressure 

Perhaps the most appropriate application of the ice 
stream/ice shelf model developed here is to investigate ice 
shelf back pressure as a restraint on ice stream discharge. Un- 
like basal till properties or marginal softening discussed above, 
back pressure is controlled directly by oceanic and atmospheric 
processes, and may be expected to change over the next century 

in association with CO 2 warming. The downstream boundary 
condition applied in test 1 reproduces the observed back pres- 
sure derived from field measurements (Table 1). About half of 
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Fig. 9. Principal axes of the horizontal strain rate tensor in every 
second element produced by test 1 (outward pointing arrow heads 
denote extension, inward pointing arrow heads denote compression). 
To display the wide range of strain rate variation, a larger plotting 
scale was used in the region upstream of the narrows (Figure 9a) than 
in the region downstream of the narrows (Figure 9b). Close-up view 
of simulated strain rates on the ice plain (test 1). To emphasize the 
central ice plain where field observations are not impeded by severe 
crevassing and where strain rate magnitude is low, strain rates with 
magnitudes in excess of 5.0 x 10 '11 s '1 are not plotted. Observed 
strain rates in the ice plain [Bindschadler et aL, 1987]. Elements in 
which net horizontal convergence of the simulated flow of test 1 are 
indicated by an asterisk. Convergence downstream of the narrows 
occurs despite divergence of the ice stream sides and may be 
responsible for basal till deposition. 

the extra back pressure F deftned in (11) is due to the Crary Ice 
Rise which lies downstream of the boundary and is concen- 
trated in the middle section of the boundary. The result of this 
concentration has been discussed previously in reference to the 
strain rate and velocity patterns of test 1 (Figures 6, 7, and 9). 

To determine the overall effect of ice shelf back pressure, 
two tests were conducted in which I FI was reduced. In test 4, 
F was set to zero. In test 5, the portion of F attributed to the 
Crary Ice Rise alone was eliminated (IFI was assumed uniform 

C ;C•10s-i Test I 

observed 

d Fo-,o/, 

e Test I 
Fig. 9. (continued) 

along the boundary and its integral along the boundary was set 
to 2.0 x 1013 N). In both tests, velocity in the ice plain, and the 
total volume discharge across the grounding line, were greatly 
increased (Figure 11). This result confirms the critical relation- 
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Fig. 10. Comparison between driving stress magnitude (I/>gHVzs l, open stars) and basal stress magnitude (ITI, open boxes) 
in test 1. 

ship between ice stream stability and ice rise restrictions de- 
scribed by Thotnas et al. [1979]. 

Parameter Sensitivity 

To assess relative sensitivity of ice stream discharge to vari- 
ous controls, tests 6-8 were conducted in which conditions used 

in test 1 were individually varied by a small increment. In test 
6, the magnitude of back stress due to ice shelf back pressure 
I FI was reduced by 10%. In test 7, the vertical average of B 
was reduced by 10% in elements along the shear margins. In 

test 8, vr/H r was reduced from the values shown in Figure 5 by 
10%. Ice stream discharge (km 3 a 'l) produced by each test is 
given in Table 4. 

Comparison of tests 6-8 shows that ice stream discharge is 
sensitive to all parameters varied and is most sensitive to ice 

TABLE 3. Mechanical Energy Budget for Test 1 

TelTn Value, 
W 

Work done against basal drag 
Work done against deviatoric 
stresses 

Work done against sea water 
pressure on sloping ice shelf 
base 

Work done to push grounded ice 
up a basal slope 

Work done against ice shelf 
back pressure 

Work done on the system by 
inland ice 

Release of gravitational 
potential energy 

Sinks 

Sources 

-9.06 x 108 

-2.57 x 109 

-8.76 x 108 

-2.25 x 109 

-7.37 x 109 

9.66 x 109 

4.28 x 109 

shelf back pressure. Assuming that till conditions and shear 
margin rheology are not directly controlled by climate, ice shelf 
back pressure appears to be the most significant effect linking 
ice stream discharge with oceanic and atmospheric climate. 

The relationship between ice shelf back pressure and ice 
stream discharge demonstrated in tests 4-6 is not seen in mod- 
els of ice stream behavior that assume a balance between basal 

drag and driving stress. Alley et al. [1987b], for example, show 
that a reduction in back pressure (represented by sudden ice 
shelf thinning at the grounding line) produces a time-depen- 
dent thickness adjustment that propagates slowly upstream as a 
damped wave. Without account of longitudinal deviatoric 
stress in their model, ice velocity change is tied to ice thickness 
change, and ice thickness change requires time dependence. In 
the present study, the force balance includes longitudinal devia- 
toric stress, and this inclusion gives rise to the possibility of in- 
stantaneous ice velocity changes in response to grounding line 
conditions. Models that do not account for horizontal devia- 

toric stress may not represent short-term response to climatic 
change correctly. 

CONCLUSION 

If the viscosity of a deforming subglacial sediment is small 
compared with that of ice, horizontal flow of the ice above the 
sediment is dynamically similar to ice shelf flow. Vertical shear 
strain rates needed to support large horizontal ice velocities are 
confined within the subglacial sediment. In this circumstance, 
basal drag and horizontal deviatoric stress gradients can con- 
tribute equally in balancing gravitational driving stress. Kinship 
between ice stream and ice shelf dynamics thus provides a nat- 
ural avenue toward their unification in numerical models of ice 

sheet response to climatic forcing. Although in the present 
study, subglacial till has been treated as a thin layer of incom- 
pressible viscous fluid, more complex till theology incorporat- 
ing, for example, pore water pressure, basal heat balance, and 
deformation history would evoke similar consequences. Im- 
proved parameterization of the deformable bed is important 
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Fig. 11. Longitudinal velocity profiles along section 1 - 1' (Figure 4) for tests 2-5. Open circles denote observed velocity. 

primarily in determining long-term time evolution of the 
ice/sediment system. 

Finite element simulations of ice stream B, Antarctica, and 

comparison of their results with extensive field observations 
confirm the formulation of ice stream/ice shelf dynamics de- 
veloped here. The best agreement between simulation and ob- 
servation was obtained by specifying the ratio of till viscosity to 
till layer thickness vT/H T as a spatially variable function (high 
upstream of the narrows and low on the ice plain). This varia- 
tion can be attributed to a number of mechanisms including till 

continuity constraints discussed by Alley et al. [1987b]. If the 
ice stream has been active for an extended period and ff the till 
production rate (subglacial erosion) is relatively low, then the 
till-layer thickness in regions of horizontal ice divergence will 
have thinned. Divergence of the horizontal veloci• (ex• + e 
> 0) is observed today upstream of the narrows (Figures 2 an• 
9d), where the highest values of vr/H r were specified. 

Sensitivity tests examining the relative roles of basal till 
strength, ice softening in severely crevassed shear bands, and 

TABLE 4. Sensitivity of Ice Stream Discharge to Various Parameters 

Test Discharge Difference With Test 1, 
km 3 -1 km 3 -1 a a 

1 72 

6 (reduced back 86 14 
pressure) 

7 (shear margin 76 4 
softening) 

8 (reduced I/T/HT) 75 3 

The discharge value computed is higher in all cases than that 
3 1 

observed (47 km a' ;MacAyeal et al. [1989]) because simulated 
velocities and specified thickness are higher than observed at the 
downstream boundary. 

ice shelf back pressure show comparable effects on ice stream 
discharge. Ice shelf back pressure is closely linked to atmo- 
spheric and oceanic climate, and thus may be more important 
than till conditions or shear bands in initiating ice stream re- 
sponse to short-term climate change. Feedback between ice 
stream flow and basal till conditions, such as that produced by 
till transport continuity [Alley et al., 1987b] or by basal heat bal- 
ance, is undoubtedly important in long-term ice stream evolu- 
tion. In future research, this feedback can be incorporated into 
the model developed here. 

APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF GOVERNING EQUATIONS 

The goal of this derivation is to simplify the stress equilib- 
rium equations and associated boundary conditions to account 
for the physical regime in which E and 82 defined in (5) and (6) 
are small. This regime complies with situations in which (1) the 
viscosity of the deforming subglacial material is smaller that of 
ice and (2) ice thickness is much smaller than the horizontal 
length scale of horizontal ice velocity variation (in addition, the 
Earth's surface is assumed to have a slope not exceeding 8). To 
achieve the goal, I perform the following four steps. First, the 
stress equilibrium equations and associated boundary condi- 
tions are expressed in terms of nondimensional variables having 
values assumed to be less than or equal to one. Second, the 
small size of e and 82 are exploited using the calculus of pertur- 
bations in which each variable is expressed as a power series in 
• [Courant and Hilbert, 1953]. Third, the zero-order approxi- 
mation to the stress equilibrium equations and boundary con- 
ditions generated by the calculus of perturbations is shown to 
imply that the zero-order horizontal velocity is z independent 
(e.g., that nondimensional vertical shear strain rates are much 
less than one). Fourth, the first-order approximation is used to 
generate nondimensional forms of (1) and (2). 

Nondimensional Stress Equilibdum Equations 

The stress equilibrium and associated boundary conditions 
are expressed in terms of nondimensional variables by dividing 
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the dimensional variables by appropriate scale values described 
in Table A1. Each nondimensional variable in the equations is 
assumed to be of order one or less. The size of each term in 

the nondimensional equations is assumed to be less than or 
equal to the size of any nondimensional factors which appear. 
To avoid excessively complex notation, all variables in Ap- 
pendix A (this section) are assumed nondimensional and have 
the same notation as their dimensional counterparts used in all 
other sections of this paper. The choice of scales applied in 
Table A1 constitutes an assumption about the physical regime B 
being studied. Here, the scales are chosen to focus on the 

small e, small 62 regime which is assumed to reflect the large- e 
scale behavior of an ice stream/ice shelf system. Flow features 
for which these scales are not appropriate will be disregarded e 
in this study. 

e 

The scale assigned to e and e require explanation. This zz 
xz yz 

relatively large scale (64U/L) represents conditions in which e 
vertical shear strain associated with horizontal ice flow is con- 

e 

fined predominantly to the ice rather than the subglacial bed. xz 
This a priori scale assignment represents an apparent conflict e 

yz 
with the desired result of the derivation: that e and e are in- 

xz yz H 
deed negligible compared to other strain rate components. 

This apparent conflict is resolved by the calculus of perturba- HT 
tions. The zero-order approximation to the stress equilibrium 
equations and associated boundary conditions derived below P 
will show that the order one terms of e and e are identically 

xz yz u 

zero. Nonzero terms of e and e appear in the first-order ap- 
xz yz 

proximation, and this implies that the nondimensional size of v 
e and e is equal to or less than e. 

yz 

The stress balance equations are written below in terms of w 
nondimensional variables (geometry and physical setting are x 
shown in Figures 1 and 2; scales of variables are defined in 
Table A1): y 

-r(0p/&) + + 
+ 6-20/0z(v%) = 0 

(A1) z 

r(0p/y) + 
+ = 0 

(A2) zt, 

O/Ox(Vezx ) + O/Oy(Vezy ) - I'(Op/Oz + 1) 
+ O/Oz(ve•) = 0 

(A3) 

for z b <z <z . Dynamic boundary $ 

ice/atmosphere interface z =Zs(XO,,t ) are 
conditions at the 

-(OZs/&)(Vex•- rp)- (OZs/Oy)(Vexy) + 6-2Vexz = 0 (A4) 

-(Ozs/Ox)(Veyx) - (Ozs/Oy)(Veyy- I'œ) + 6-2re = 0 (AS) yz 

-(Ozs/ ax)(Vezx ) - (Ozs/ Oy)(Vezy) + vezz - I'œ = 0 (A6) 

Dynamic boundary conditions at the ice/till or ice/sea water 
interface at z =zb(xo,,t ) are 

TABLE A1. Scales Used in Dimensional Analysis of the Stress 
Balance Equations 

Variable Scale Value of Scale 

Assumed to Apply 
to Ice Stream B 

}a T 

B 

U/L 

U/L 

U/L 

U/L 

6-1U/L 

6-1U/L 

H 
o 

%0 

u 

u 

6u 

L 

L 

H 
o 

H 
o 

H 
o 

H/L 
o 

(V rotto) / (VoHro) 

•Ho/[Bo(U/L)V3I 

v =B /[2(U/L) •-1/3] 
o o 

V ToU/HTo 

HTo/L V ToU/HTo 

1.6 x 108 Pa s 1/3 

1.6 x 10 -9 s -1 

1.6 x 10 -9 s -1 

1.6 x 10 -9 s -1 

1.6 x 10 -9 s -1 

1.6 x 10 -8 s -1 

1.6 x 10 -8 s -1 

1000m 

lorn 

9.0 x 106 Pa 

1.6 x 10 -5 m s -1 

1.6 x 10 -5 m s -1 

1.6 x 10 -6 m s -1 

104v 

104m 

103 m 

103 m 

103 m 

10 -1 

1.7 x 10 -3 

48 

5.8 x 1013 Pa s 

109 Pa s 

9.0 x 106 Pa 

1.6 x 103 Pa 

1.6 x 103 Pa 

1.6 Pa 
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(%,/ax)(v%-re) ß 

8-2 • x - rO(CgZb/OX ) ice stream 

(pw/P)rzb(Ozb/&) ice shelf 

(Ozb/ &c)(Vey x) + (OZb/ Oy)(Veyy - ¾P) - 6-2re yz 

6-2er - I'a(OZb/Oy) ice stream y 

(pw//>)¾zo(&b/ay) ice shelf 

(A8) 

(Ozts/ax)(Vez•) + (Ozo/Oy)(Vezy)-Vezz + rp 

er + I'a ice stream 

-(pw/P)I'zo ice shelf 

(A9) 

For grounded ice, (A7)-(A9) express continuity of tangential 
and normal stress, r and a respectively, at the ice/till interface. 
For floating ice, these conditions express the continuity of nor- 

mal stress (/>w//>)rzb at the ice/sea water interface. 
As a working hypothesis, tangential shear stress r on the 

sloping ice/till interface is assumed to be a function of ice ve- 

locity u and till layer thickness HT; 

ß =- r/Hr u (A0) 

where u is evaluated at z =zt, , and V T and H r are the nondi- 
mensional viscosity and nondimensional thickness of the de- 
forming till layer, respectively. 

The constitutive relation for the ice represents incom- 
pressible, power law flow:. 

e +e +e =0 (All) 

T = re- rp (A12) 

where œ is the nondimensional pressure and the nondimen- 
sional effective viscosity is defined by 

v(e_t;) = B(z)/(eL/-l/n) (A13) 

and where e;1 is the second invariant of the nondimensional 
strain rate tensor, n =3 is the power law flow exponent, and 
B(z) is the nondimensional ice stiffness parameter. The power 
law flow exponent is nondimensional and of order one in the 
dimensional form of (A13), thus no scale factors are necessary 
to convert n to its nondimensional form. 

Nondimensional Parameters 

Three nondimensional parameters appear in (A1)-(A13): r, 
6, and e. Assignment of scales to these three parameters con- 
stitutes the precise statement of the flow regime to which this 
derivation is addressed. r is the ratio of the horizontal stress 

induced by gravity to the stress required to deform the ice at 
the reference strain rate U/L. r appears in (A36) and (A37), 
which are derived below, as a coefficient of the surface eleva- 
tion gradient. r is thus a measure of the importance of ice 
thickness gradients to ice flow. For scales representing the flow 
regime considered in this paper (Table A1), r is a large num- 

ber. Here 62=(H o/L)2 is the square of the aspect ratio and 
is assumed to be 10 -2. The presence of e as a coefficient of • in 
(A7)-(A9) suggests that e measures the strength of ice/till cou- 
pling. The definition of e given in (5) can be written 

• = (VToV/nTo)/(VoU/tto) (A14) 
In this alternative definition, e is interpreted as the ratio of the 
stress required to deform the subglacial till with vertical shear 

(U/HTo) to the stress required to deform the ice with vertical 
shear (U/tto). In this paper, e is assumed to be 10 '3. 
Perturbation Series Expansion 

Systematic approximations to the governing equations listed 
above in the small e, small 62 limits are developed using the 
calculus of perturbations [Courant and Hilbert, 1953]. To sim- 
plify this procedure and avoid dealing with two small parame- 
ters, e is equated with 62. This simplification is possible be- 
cause scales chosen in the present study imply that e is smaller 
than 62 . Approximations are developed by expressing all vari- 
ables as a power series of the small parameter e: 

e = e (0) + ee (1) + •2 e (2) + ... (A15) 

Substituting these expressions into the governing equations 
written above, and requiting coefficients of each power of • to 
cancel separately, yields the zero- and first-order ap- 
proximations to the governing equations discussed below. The 
goal of the following analysis is to determine equations that 
govern the zero-order variables. The small size of e assumed in 
the present study suggests that terms beyond zero order can be 
disregarded. To determine how these zero-order terms behave, 
it is necessary, however, to examine the governing equations at 
both zero and first order. 

Zero-Order Approximation 

The zero-order equations are, for the interior, 

a/az(v(ø)e• (ø)) = o zt, <z <z• 

O/Oz(v(ø)eyz (ø)) = 0 z• <z <z• 

(A16) 

(A17) 
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O / &(v © ezx ©) + O / Oy(v © e2y(ø) ) + O / &(v © ezz ©) 
- F(Op(ø)/& + 1)= 0 z b<z<z s 

for the ice/air interface 

e (ø)=Oz=z 
x• $ 

e (ø)=Oz=z 
yz s 

_(%/ ax)(do• %(% . (%/ay)(do•%(o•) 
+ v ©e (o). rœ(O) = 0 z =z 

z• $ 

(A•8) 

(A•9) 

(A20) 

(A20 

and for the ice/till or ice/sea water interface, 

e (0) = 0 z =z b (A22) 

e (o) = 0 z=z 0 (A23) yz 

(&b/&)(v(O)ezx ©) + (&b/OY)(v(O)e2y(O)) -v(O)ezz (ø) + I'p(ø) 

ra © ice stream z =z o 

-(•wlP)Fz b ice shelf z=z b 

(A24) 

The solution to the zero-order equations is found by inte- 
grating (A16)-(A18) over z and using the boundary conditions 
(equations (A22)-(A24)) to evaluate the result. This solution is 

creases linearly with z; (3) zero-order normal stress a © across 
the ice/till interface is glaciostatic; and (4) ice shelf portions of 
the system float in hydrostatic equilibrium. 

First- Order Approximation 

The zero-order solution described above provides only a 
partial description of the zero-order flow. The horizontal vari- 

ation of e (o) (o), ezz(O), and (0) x• , eyy e are not described. To de- 
termine the zero-order horizont• stress balance, it is necessary 
to extend the analysis to first order. The first-order stress bal- 
ance equations and boundary conditions needed to accomplish 
this goal are 

-r(op(ø)/&) + o/&(dø)% (ø)) + O/Oy(•(ø)exy(ø) ) 
= -a/az(dø)% (ø) % <z<% (A30) 

a/a•(dø)%x(ø))- r(ap(ø)/ay) + a/ay(dø)%(ø)) 
=-a/&(dø)%,o)) (A3D 

-( % / ax)(dø) %(ø) _ rp(ø)) _ 
= _v(O)e (z) z=z 

xz $ (A32) 

-(%/ax)(dø)%(ø)) - (%/ay)(dø)%(ø) - rp(ø)) 
= _v(O)e (1) z=z 

yz s (A33) 

e (o) = 0 zo<_z<_.z s (A25) 

e (o) = 0 zo<_z<_z s (A26) yz 

I'p © = I'(Zs-Z) + v(ø)ezz © zo<_z<_.z s (A27) 

a © = z s - z o ice stream 

ice shelf (A29) 

The zero-order solution (equations (A25)-(A29)) indicates 
that the nondimensional strain rate components e and e are 

xz yz 
less than or equal to e. To be explicit, 

e =O+ee (0 +•2 e (2)+... (A30) 

e =O+ee (0 +•2 e (2)+ (A31) yz yz yz '" 

Although e and e were assigned much larger scales than e 
e ,e ,ande (Ta• le A1), the zero-order analysis above estab- 
lishes that the nondimensional size of e and e is much 

smaller than one. In addition to z independence, t•e zero-or- 
der solution specifies that (1) zero-order horizontal strain rates 
e (0) e (0) e (0) (0) ( , , , and e ) do not vary with z (this follows 
xr yy zz 0 xy 0 

from negligible exz ( ) and eyz( )); (2) zero-order pressure œ(o) in_ 

v(O)e (0 + • (o) _ ra(O)(&b/& ) ice streamz=z o 

v(O)e (1) + (•w/p)[,Zo(Ogo/OX) ice shelfz=z b 

(&day)(dø)% © - rp(ø)) + (%/ax)(dø)%x(ø)) 

v(O)e (0 + r (o) _ ra(O)(Ozb/Oy) ice streamz=z b yz y 

v(O)e (0 + (pw/p)Fzo(&o/Oy) ice shelfz=zb yz 

(A34) 

(A35) 

Integration of (A30) and (A31) over z, application of the 
Leibnitz rule for differentiation of integrals, and substitution 
for v(ø)exz(O and v(ø)e (0 (evaluated at z s and Zb) using the yz 

boundary conditions (equations (A32)-(A35)) give expressions 
for the zero-order horizontal stress balance: 

O/&(2Itv (O)e (o) + Hv (O)e (o)) + O/Oy(Hvav © (o)) av • av yy exy 

-r (0) + rH(azs/& ) ice stream x 

rH(Oz?&) ice shelf 

(A36) 
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a/Oy(2//V (O)e (0) + HVav(O)ex•(o)) + a/ax(H• (ø)e (0)) av yy av yx 

-r (0) + rH(&s/Oy ) ice stream y 

rH(OZs/Oy ) ice shelf 

(A37) 

where H = z s - z b is the nondimensional ice thickness and v (0) 
is the vertical average of v (ø). av 

Equations (A36) and (A37) govern the behavior of the ice 
stream/ice shelf system at points (x0,) sufficiently distant from 
lateral margins. The result of the small 6 approximation is to 
eliminate vertical stress balance as an independent unknown. 
The weaK, order 6 vertical shear stresses distribute the basal 

shear stress through the ice column. As a result, this effect be- 
comes indistinguishable from a fictitious horizontal body force. 

boundary stress) gives the following integral constraint that 
forms the basis of the numerical model described in this paper: 

f{ (OR/ax)(v•tt(4Ou/ax + 20v/Oy)) 

+ (OR/Oy)(vH(Ou/Oy + Ov/ax)) } da 
= f«pgH2(OR/Ox)] da + fp2/pw)gHR{OH/Ox) da 

,4 s g 

(B2) 

APPENDIX B: Flsrr• ELEMENT IMPLEMENTATION 

The finite element method was used to solve the time-in- 

dependent elliptic boundary value operator represented by (1) 
and (2). This method permits variable spatial resolution where 
desired (such as within the severely crevassed lateral margins) 
and has performed favorably in simulations of ice shelf flow 
[MacAyeal and Lange, 1988]. 

Equations (1) and (2) are expressed as integral equations 
which incorporate dynamic boundary conditions (specification 
of stress) by the method of weighted residuals [Lapidus and 
Pinder, 1982]. This conversion is displayed for the x momentum 
balance as follows. Strain rate components appearing in (1) are 
written in terms of velocity components u and v (see the 
notation section) to avoid having to satisfy a compatibility con- 
dition. This compatibility condition would insure that the three 
strain rate components appearing in (1) represent a continuous 
velocity distribution. Equation (1) is multiplied by an arbitrary 
weighting function R(x•v), and the result is integrated over the 
entire area of the coupled ice stream/ice shelf system (all vari- 
ables in Appendix B are dimensional): 

f {RO/&(v•tt(40u/& + 2Ov/Oy)) 
+ Ra/Oy(v•tt(au/Oy + ov/ax))} da 

= f R[pgH(OZs/OX)] da - f Rrx da (Bi) 
where A is the ice stream region (grounded), A.is the ice shelf 
region (floating), and da is a differential element of area in the 

5' is the area of the boundary section where stresses T are 
applied as boundary conditions, ds is a differential element of 
area in the vertical plane, and n is the x component of the 

x 

outward pointing unit vector along 5'. At boundaries where 
kinematic conditions are applied, the solution u is not free to 
vary in such a way as to minimize the weighted residual ex- 
pressed by (B2). R(x0, ) along these portions of the boundary is 
thus set to zero without loss of generality. 

Equation (B2) may be treated in a similar manner to yield 

f {(aQ/Oy)(v•tf(4av/Oy + 2au/ax)) 

+ (OQ/ax)(v•tf(Ou/Oy + Ov/&)) } da 
= f [gH2(OQ/Oy)]da + f ()/w)gHQ(OH/Oy) da 

%%) 

y 

s g 

Equations (B2) and (B3) can be clarified in terms of the me- 
chanical energy balance if the weighting functions R and Q are 
replaced with velocities u and v in the x direction and y direc- 
tion, respectively. The sum of terms on the left-hand side of 
the two equations represents viscous energy dissipation. The 
sum of corresponding terms on the right-hand sides represent, 
respectively, (1) work done against gravity by vertical mass re- 
distribution in both floating and grounded areas, (2) work done 
against seawater pressure at the bottom of floating ice, (3) 

horizontal plane. If u =(u,v) is a solution to (B1) for arbitrary work done against gravity to push ice up a sloping basal surface 
weighting functions R(x•v), then it is also a solution of (1). (alternatively, the second and third terms on the right-hand 
Integrating (B1) by parts, expressing z s in terms of H (z s = H + side can be combined to represent work done against a pres- 
zt, for grounded ice, or z s = (1 -/>/Pw)H for floating ice), and sure gradient force proportional to />gHVZs) , (4) work done 
incorporating dynamic boundary conditions (specification of against stress at the ice/till interface, and, finally, (5) work 
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done against imposed forces at the boundaries (such as sea wa- 
ter pressure at an ice front). 

Equations (B2) and (B3) are discretized by dividing the area 
of the ice stream/ice shelf system into triangular elements of 
arbitrary geometry (as shown in Figure 2). A restriction on this 
breakup is that the grounding line fall on element boundaries. 

Variables H, z s, zt,, u, v, R, Q (the arbitrary weighting function 
in equation (B3)), r, and r are approximated as piecewise lin- 

x y 
ear functions, and their variation is represented by values at 
vertices (nodes) of the triangular elements; v is approxi- 
mated by a piecewise constant function (constant within each 
element). With these representations, and with the require- 
ment that nodal values of R and Q be arbitrary, (B2) and (B3) 
are converted to a system of nonlinear algebraic equations for 
the nodal values of u and v, and for the elemental values of v . 

This system is solved using an iterative technique to ensure that 
v satisfies the flow law (equations (8) and (9)) [MacAyeal and 
Thomas, 1986]. 

The numerical procedure described above was tested by 
comparing it to exact solutions and by monitoring the me- 
chanical energy budget described above. An exact solution of 
(1) and (2) can be derived for a simple ice stream configuration 
in which the following conditions are satisfied: flow is laminar 
through a straight channel of uniform width, ice thickness and 
basal elevation are constant, free-slip conditions are applied at 
sides, seawater pressure is applied as a downstream boundary 
condition (on a terminal ice wall), and r is constant (as op- 
posed to a function of u). The longitudinal spreading rate 
given by this exact solution is 

e L = els7 
where 

= + 20- - 0,,J/,)0 - 

(B4) 

- 2rd(H2pg(1 - p/pw))'l] 3 (B5) 

where • is the difference between H and the minimum thick- 

ness to remain grounded, d is the longitudinal distance between 
the points where, is evaluated and the terminal ice wall, and 
e. is the longitudinal spreading rate of an ice shelf of thickness 

t$ 

H given by 

% = 3 

where B is the vertical average of B(z). 
Without exact solutions available for more complex ice 

stream/ice shelf configurations such as ice stream B, model 
performance was checked by ensuring balance of the me- 
chanical energy budget. Typical model runs achieve balance to 
within 0.3% of the net energy dissipation. 

NOTATION 

region of floating ice in the xy plane 
area of grounded ice in the xy plane 

B(z) ice stiffness parameter, Pa s 4/3. 
B vertical average ofB(z), Pa s 4/3. 

e strain rate tensor, s '1. 
ell second invariant of ©, s 4. 
ex• (Ou/&)xx component of a, s 4. 

-1 
e (Ov/Oy)35, component of a, s . 

ezz (Ow/Oz) zz component of a, s 4. 
e •(Ou/Oy + Or/&)xy component of a, s 4. 
e •(Ou/Oz + Ow/&)xz component of e, s 4. 
XZ -1 

e •(Ov/Oz + Ow/Oy)yz component of a, s . 
yz -1 
e L longitudinal spreading rate of ideal ice stream, s . 
e. longitudinal spreading rate of ideal ice shelf, s 4. l$ 

F extra force at downstream boundary, N m 4. 
g gravitational acceleration, 9.81 m s '2. 

H(xy,t) ice thickness, m. 

Hr(xy,t ) till thickness, m. 
n flow law exponent, 3, nondimensional. 
p pressure, Pa. 

Q(xy) arbitrary weighting function, m s 4. 
R(xy) arbitrary weighting function, m s 4. 

S contour defining boundary in the xy plane. 
T stress tensor, Pa. 

T' deviatoric stress tensor, Pa. 
t time, s. 

u horizontal velocity, m s 4. 
u x component of ice velocity, m s 4. 
v y component of ice velocity, m s 4. 
w z component of ice velocity, m s 4. 
x horizontal coordinate, m. 

y horizontal coordinate, m. 
z vertical coordinate, m. 

Zs(Xy,t ) surface elevation, m. 
zb(xy,t ) basal elevation, m. 

A excess ice thickness above buoyancy, m. 
8 aspect ratio, nondimensional. 
e till/ice strength ratio, nondimensional. 
, spreading rate amplification factor, nondimensional. 

I' [pgHo/(Bo(U/L)l/n)] stress ratio number, 
nondimensional. 

I' contour defining downstream boundary (defined by 
MacAyeal et al., [1987]). 

v(ell) effective ice viscosity, Pa s. 
v vertical average of v(ell), Pa s. 
v r till viscosity, Pa s. 
p ice density, 917 kg m '3. 

Pw sea water density, 1027 kg m '3. 
a normal force per unit area at ice/till boundary, Pa. 
• tangential force per unit area at ice/till 

boundary, Pa. 
• x component of basal stress, Pa. 
r y component of basal stress, Pa. 
y 

ß z component of basal stress, Pa. z 
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